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BSEI-008 : SUPERVISION AND OPERATION
HANDLING

Time : 3 hours	 Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Objectives. Attempt all.

	1. 	 Who is responsible for maintaining law and order
in our country ?	 28x1=28

Indian Army
Para Military Force
Civil Police
Armed Forces

	

2.	 The police control telephone No. is :
111
100
911
101

	

3.	 Cane/baton is generally hung in housing at the
belt on :

Left hip
Right rear hip
Left rear hip
Right hip
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4.	 CCTV stands for :

Centrally Controlled TV

Close Circuit TV

Controlled Camera TV

Central Circuit TV

	

5.	 A Pvt. security agency guard shall be punishable
with imprisonment for a term upto one year under
section :

Sect. 31 of PSAR Act 2003

Sect. 21 of Official Secret Act 1923

Sect. 21 of PSAR Act 2005

None of the above

	

6.	 Dogs are used by guards so that :

Superior sense of smell and hearing can be
exploited.

Guards can sleep and rest.

Dog can catch the stranger.

None of the above

	

7.	 Types of searches are :

Fast and slow

Short and brief

Touch and detailed

Quick and detailed
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Fill in the blank :

8.	 Security of materials encompasses the external
and internal 	

Once the material is taken as per challan, physical
	 by the concerned staff must be carried
out.

Personnel below 	 years of age are not
permitted to work in an industrial est.

True or False be marked :

An alert patrol of two guards can serve as an
effective ears and eyes of an organisation. T/F.

Scrap material disposed off by an industry need
not be checked in detail by security staff. T/F.

Photography of industrial plants should not be
prohibited. T/F.

Carriage of personal tools and equipment must
not be allowed inside the industrial unit. T/F.

15.	 Any technician/expert coming from outside for
any repair should always be accompanied and
repair carried out in presence of own employees.
T/F
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Any light in structure below ground level should
not be more than 24 V. T/F

A protective ring around any working machine
is not essential. T/F

An FOL tanker must be switched off while off
loading fuel into under ground tanker. T/F

A work force in spinning mill can comprise of
men, women and children. T/F

Do not believe in strangers on face value, turn
out and good behaviours. All these can be
deceptive. T/F

Act of any minor indiscipline by security staff can
be viewed lightly. T/F

Standing orders of any post must include as to
when an alarm is to be sounded. T/F

A security guard can only report a committal of
any unsafe act by a worker and not reprimand
him. T/F

24. Immediate Action Drill's are relevant to
emergency/crisis situations. T/F
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25. IAD stands for :

Instant Action Drill

Immediate Action Deployment

Immediate Action Drills

Instant Action Deployment

26. Access control is based on 3D principle :

Delay Deter Destroy

Deny Detect Deter

Delay Disturb Disorganise

Deny Disturb Detect

27. Height of watch towers should be :

20 to 50 ft.

40 to 60 ft.

50 to 80 ft.

60 to 90 ft.

28. Equipment to be carried by guards :

Baton and Torch

Baton, radio and whistle

Baton, whistle, light and fire arm.

None of the above.
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Short Questions : Attempt any seven :	 7x6=42

What are the roles and duties of Fire Brigade ?
What preparations are required to be done by
them to carry out their task in an area effected by
accidents/fire ?

What is an incident book ? Briefly explain the
records during a guard's tour of duty ?

What equipment is carried by guard while on
duty ?

Why is it important to maintain standards,
policies and processes of a company and what
are ethical aspects for the security staff ?

Write short note on modus operandi of meetings
between central and state govt. agencies and why
is there a need to maintain intimate liaison with
them ?

Distinguish between a patrol and guard.

What do you understand by human barrier ?
Explain any one in detail.

What is scope of access control. Also enumerate
what all does it involve ?
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Give a brief - explanation on Security Control
Room. What all activity checks will a security
staff undertake ?

How many forms does the communication take
place ? Explain briefly down ward communication.

Essay Questions : Attempt any three :	 3x10=30
List out various unsafe acts and unsafe conditions
in an industry.

What are the performance expectations from
security supervisor ?

How can the patrols be monitored. Explain
methodology and frequency of patrolling ?

What are the aids to access control and physical
security ? Give brief explanation of each aid.

43. What do you understand by patrolling, mention
some checks required to be carried out during
patrolling ?
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